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Well, that was another year to forget! At least in the autumn months there were meetings at Altrincham to 
report. Although attendance was a bit low, for various reasons, at least there was some sense of a return to 
normality. But as I write this there are tales of yet more versions about to plague us. Let’s hope they melt 
away and we can have a good new year in 2022! 
 
So: 
 

       A HAPPY AND BUG FREE NEW YEAR TO EVERYONE! 
 
 
Meanwhile there is good news to report from the workshops of Bolton: 

 
The New Layout 
 
Richard reports (02.11.21) that: work is progressing in earnest on the new display layout and sends some 
photos from the morning's work session.  
 

            
  



And on, 9/11: A test train is running. OK, only half the track is installed yet, but this is a step forward! 
 

                  
 
And on 18/12 the track is fully down and trains are running. Only the scenery to complete. The plan is for it to 
make its exhibition debut at the Llangollen Exhibition on 14th May 2022 and Richard is looking for supporters 
to help for the day, setting up and running. (Details of the Exhibition below) 

 
October Meeting at Altrincham 
 
Around 40 members came to the October meeting. Perhaps numbers were still a little low due to the current 
concerns and we had hoped for a few more. Nevertheless there were enough members to create a buzz of 
enthusiasm around the hall and to provide the usual wide variety of stock to watch running round. 
 
I will let the photographs do the talking: 
 

             
 
                                                         Isn’t it good to be back! 
 

   



 

                                 
 

             
 

 
News From Phil Vose 
 
I am starting work on an industrial area and mine.  Obviously mines need explosives and we therefore have 
Dynamite Dan's explosive store. Also I am building a motorised hopper truck for the mine. It is based on a 
dismantled IP Engineering Ruston loco. 

 
                                                                            I got the idea for the hopper truck from this book cover. 

 
 

                
 



 

             
 

               
 
          I have the driver’s position yet to sort out.                                       Job done! 

 
 
My mate John Brodie, G Scale member, has built this tanker. The tank is a painted hair spray can. 
The chassis is from an old coach and has been extended with brass plate. All other bits are from John's bits 
box. He has yet to make the ladders from brass rod. 
 
 

    
 
 

 
 
 



NOVEMBER MEETING AT ALTRINCHAM 
 
Another very pleasurable session was had with rather more of our member attending and a wide variety of 
trains to be admired, until around 1.30. But still Sandra with the Playmobil was rather short of takers. Where 
are all you youngsters? A particular moment of drama was watching our Group leader chasing after a 
recalcitrant r/c 040. We were also favoured with a visit from the national Journal editor, Ian Stringer, from the 
far distant realm of Yorkshire. 
 
Dave and John were there to sell us goodies, as were a number of regular members with items on offer. 
Once more, let the pictures tell the story:   
 

                  
 

                
 

                 
 

 
MVL Bridges is back... By Steve Bryant 
 
Everyone remembers that first day of lockdown towards the end of March 2020 - and for different reasons. 
My reason? Over a four-hour period during that fateful Monday afternoon, all four of my part-time jobs 
stopped. So from the Tuesday morning it’s fair to say I had a lot of time on my hands! I’ve built several OO 
and N gauge layouts over the years, but I’d always admired garden railways from afar hoping that one day 
the chance would arise to have one. So what better way to spend a very sunny spring/summer 2020 than to 
start building a railway around my garden. As is usual, this was adapted, developed, modified and extended 
and was a great introduction to the world of garden railways. Having built a couple of bridges out of wood 
and subsequently watched them fall apart due to the weather, it became obvious they needed to be more 
durable. So I started making them out of aluminium. 



 
It was while researching bridges on the internet that I happened across the MVL Bridges website and saw 
the range of aluminium bridges that its owner, Michael, had been building for the past 12 years. So I called 
him one Sunday afternoon and we had an amazing chat. He was friendly, knowledgeable and so, so helpful - 
and retiring from his business. The subsequent exchange of emails developed into a plan for me to take over 
the business from him. It was way too good an opportunity to miss! So in the summer of this year I went to 
Durham to meet Michael. We had a thoroughly enjoyable afternoon in his workshop, talking trains, looking at 
his railway and discussing all things bridges. I just needed a workshop. So in August I replaced my old 
garage with a dedicated, insulated brick-built workshop. 
 

       
 

                                
 
The rest isn’t quite history yet because it’s not been finished that long. But it’s now kitted out and ready for 
MVL Bridge construction to commence again. So if any of you need that special feature on your railway... a 
talking point...a practical way of crossing a gap... or just fancy a bridge then look no further and check out the 
website...  
 
www.mvlbridges.co.uk Call Steve on 07771 96677 

 
G Scale at Storth  By Tony Waring 
 
For the October invitation meeting of the Storth Toy and Model Railway Club some ten or so enthusiasts 
braved the inclement weather to bring their stock to the session. And a fine range it was, from the diminutive 
Feldbahn locos and carriages to the massive Aristocraft Mallet. All running courtesy of Les’s huge collection 
of LGB track. Of course, there were those rigs that did not behave as smoothly as one would have wished 
but working out why certainly had the intellectual processes stimulated. 
 



The numbers attending were enough to cover our costs and it seems likely that a gathering of this size is 
enough to create a good session for those who come. So Les and I are looking forward to putting on two 
more sessions in the New Year. Look out for the dates below; you are all welcome, to swell out the numbers! 
 
 

                                      
 

                            
 
 

          
 
 



       
 
 

                     
 
 

 
Now, How Did I Get Into This? By David Thrower 
 
Like many modellers, I started with an OO gauge train set. I think it was Xmas 1956, but it might have been 
1957. I had wanted (from pressing my nose to a local window in Sutton, Surrey) a Hornby Dublo Duchess of 
Montrose passenger set. What I received was a Tri-ang Jinty goods set, plus some extra track, station 
buildings, wagons and signals. I still have most of this, over sixty years later. And, over successive decades, 
I built up quite a collection of OO Southern Region steam and electric models. 
 
A close friend, Garth Goddard, told me about twenty years back that he had G gauge, which he ran around 
his lawn on fine days. I had never really heard of G gauge, but had heard of Gauge 1, and it turned out to be 
about the same size although a different scale.  
 
That first encounter was complicated by my struggling to simultaneously care for my disabled son, who I had 
with me, but a subsequent visit on a summer's day ten years later convinced me that G gauge was rather 
good fun. But not cheap! Garth had about half a dozen locos, including a Mallet, but the two that really stole 
the show were his tram engine and his Corpet Louvet 0-6-0 tank. I also really liked the European feel of the 
models, bringing back memories of a couple of trips around Europe in 1971-72 that had included Austrian 
narrow-gauge steam; a ride from Fortezza to San Candido behind a Crosti 2-8-0, and travelling by from 
London to Istanbul on the Orient Express, including an American 2-8-0 right across Western Turkey. 
 
The next step was to buy, about ten years back, a Christmas starter set for a close friend's sons, comprising 
the wonderful little green Stainz tank and a couple of coaches. I worried that the loco might go "phut" on the 
day (as if?), so I simultaneously bought them a second Stainz as back-up, plus some extra wagons and track 
(that lesson learned from back in the 1950s!). Over the next few years we built up quite a collection for the 
three boys. And so, fatally, I eventually capitulated and bought a Stainz starter set myself. Just to go round 
the tree at Xmas. Nothing more. Honest, guv. 
 



Needless to say, this was the start of a slippery slope! This was followed by the Swiss Mallet, more track, 
and more wagons and carriages. One gradually becomes obsessed. I blame eBay for much of this. 
Eventually, I had a small array of locos and quite a fleet of wagons and carriages. But where to run them? I 
am absolutely not a gardener, and reasoned with some justification that if I tried building a railway around the 
garden I would end up on my knees tending rockeries. I was banned from the loft, and the garage was 
wedged with vintage bus spares and a 1961 Rover. But there were oodles of space at the North West 
Museum of Road Transport at St Helens, and there was the opportunity to run a temporary layout on special 
occasions. The Rainhill Model Railway Club, which is embedded within the Museum, also had a couple of G 
gauge aficionado members who could help, and bring along their locos and stock too.  
 
So we started putting on temporary layouts at the Museum, two or three times a year, and found that the G 
gauge was extremely popular with visitors. The star turns, of course, were the Bachmann Thomas models. 
One tends to under-estimate just how universally popular Thomas is with young children. So we found 
ourselves adding more and more circuits to the layout, so that we could have separate Thomas, Percy, 
James and Toby trains plus some of our own! This drove us to seven circuits, then eight, then ten, and 
occasionally twelve. Ten tracks side by side looks quite impressive. Even the approach to Waterloo only has 
eight! 
 
A further feature of appeal to the children visiting the Museum's special events is noise. More accurately, 
racket! So having a Harz 2-10-2 slogging round alongside a raucous Class 66 and maybe a couple of other 
steam or diesel locos with sound thrown in goes down really well, even if it gets a bit much after a while. 
 
The layout, incidentally, takes about one long day to set up, and another to take apart and ship home in its 
boxes. Luckily the car has a six foot boot (with the seats flat) and strong springs. Loading the car is an 
exercise in itself...... 
 
The challenge in running the layout is a simple one. -  get everything moving and keep it moving. For seven 
hours! With no derailments! And no couplings parting! The latter is not common, but disastrous when it 
occurs, with a train shedding a few wagons at the rear then completing the circuit, their absence unnoticed 
by the busy controller, and the loco ramming its guard's van, setting off a domino effect of collisions. The 
most common problem is toddlers and small children touching Thomas as he passes, derailing either him or 
Annie and Clarabel. No problem, nothing ever breaks, and we are soon righted and on our way again. We 
soon learned to cut out points, too, another source of derailment. 
 
We had early problems with track sections slowly parting on curves due to heavy locomotives hitting the 
corners at some speed. The solution was to place the entire layout on Astroturf, which not only grips the 
sleepers like glue but actually improves the general appearance of the layout. 
 
As for "what do we run?", the answer is "Anything!". It's really fun to run James the Red Engine, a DB railbus 
and a US Baldwin 4-6-0 alongside each other. The kids don't mind, and it gives us lots of fun. After all, it's 
only a hobby. We don't run US coaches behind DB or Bernina motive power, but pretty well any trains from 
any era or country/region can run side by side. 
 
With the pandemic as it is, I cannot advise when the next layout will be set up at St Helens, but do keep an 
eye on their museum website. One day, we'll get back to normality. 
 
This was the layout at St Helens a week ago. It was the annual Father Christmas weekend. We had 1250 
visitors, and they all saw the railway. At least 2 lots of visitors said they might start coming to the Altrincham 
meetings. The Thomas stuff was the main hit of course, as it was the 2-7 age group. We let the children run 
the outermost couple of circuits. Very popular! 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
Obituary 
 
Brian Allen 
 
It is sad to have to record the passing of Brian Allen. Ian Stringer wrote: According to his membership 
number (67) he must have been one of the founder members back in the 1980’s and although in some 
respects that doesn’t seem too long ago, it just shows his loyalty to the Society for so many years. 
  



December  Meeting at Altrinchham 

Numbers were slightly down for the Christmas meeting, possibly due to worries caused by yet another Covid 
variation, and possibly due to the other demands of the season. However, those who did turn up had a very 
pleasant, if short, day with a variety of stock to watch running round.  

Roy and Mavis and their team of helpers had other calls on their time so there were no pasties which led to 
an initial panic over refreshments. However, a good supply of pork pies and mince pies was brought forward 
and we are very grateful to the volunteers who nobly filled the gap. 

Let’s hope for better times in the New Year! Meanwhile, a few photographs: 

     
 

                                         
 

                        
 

              



NWAG Diary 2022 
 
15th January  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
19th February  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
19th March  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
16th April  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
24th April G Scale at Storth  Indoor Meeting at The Village Hall, Storth, Cumbria; postcode LA7 7PH 10.00 
until 1500. 
. 
A meeting of the Storth Model Railway Club to which members of the G Scale Society are invited to bring G 
Scale trains to run. (As per last October) We use set track assembled on the day, on analogue only, and with 
a maximum radius of LGB third radius. Live steam is possible. Coffee and tea will be available. 
For further information please contact Tony Waring on 01253 823035 

 
14th May 2022 Llangollen Garden Railway Festival Saturday  Website www.lgrf.co.uk 
 
21st May  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
18th June  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
17th September  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
15th October  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 

23rd October  G Scale at Storth  Indoor Meeting at The Village Hall, Storth, Cumbria; postcode LA7 7PH 
10.00 until 1500. As above. 
 
19th November  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
 
17th December  Altrincham The regular monthly meeting. 10.00 onwards. 
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Contributions 
 
Once more, many thanks to those who have contributed to this edition. Please keep it coming, all of you!  
 
In order to avoid duplication, please can you send your article either to the Journal or to the Newsletter and 
not to both? Please send items for the Newsletter to me via anthony.waring55@btinternet.com. It helps if 
photographs are sent separately from the text as jpg files; and for text to be in Word attachments or 
alternatively in the body of the email. 
 
Deadline for the next Newsletter is 28

th
 March. 

 
 

G-Scale Society  North West Area Group Committee Members 

  
Group Leader: Richard Waller nwageditor@gmail.com 
 
Secretary & Membership Secretary: John Hulse gsnw@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Treasurer: Peter Ash peterjohnash@gmail.com 
 
Webmaster: Derek Chapman derekanddorothy@btinternet.com 
 
Exhibition Layout Organiser: Phil Saint p.saint100@ntlworld.com 
 
Committee Member: Keith Tanner rennatgk@yahoo.com 
 
Committee Member & Newsletter Editor: Tony Waring anthony.waring55@btinternet.com 
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